
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: Canterbury Jockey Club at Riccarton Park 
Date: Thursday, 18 January 2024 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Soft 5 

Rail: True 
Stewards: V Algar (Chair), J Oatham, M Davidson, D Wadley 
Vet: A Corser BVSc 
Op Support: C McMullan 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Race 6 L Hemi CHAPINTEEL 
Careless riding 1100 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 28/1-7/2, 4 days  

Fines: Race 2 
 
3 

N Hailey DEEP BEAUTY 
Whip use in consecutive strides [Rule 638(3)(g)(ii)] $150 
B May MUMBO JUMBO 
Whip use arm above shoulder height [Rule 638(3)(f)(ii)] $250 

Warnings: Race 2 D Tait ABIT SASSY 
Shifting ground 350 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 2 
 
 
8 

PROPER TWELVE 
Bled. 3 month stand down from racing or trialling, 2 month stand down from 
exercise. Veterinary certificate required. 
SEVEN ELEVEN 
Veterinary clearance required 

Follow Up: Race 8 SEVEN ELEVEN 

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Race 6 SIR EDENMORE 
Order of Stewards @ 3:15pm  

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Swabbing: AEQUALIS, QUINTABELLE, WARNING SIGNAL, PAPAGENA, MOGUL, CHAPINTEEL, MADAME 
GISELLE, HOW UNUSUAL 

 

GENERAL 

Nothing to report 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

Waikouaiti Racing Club at Wingatui, Saturday 13 January 2024 
Race 5 COOK HOWLISON HYUNDAI MAIDEN 1400m 
BORNHOLM (T Comignaghi) - Trainer Ms. M Cuneen advised Stewards that on return to the home stable the gelding 
had been scoped and found to be a grade 4 roarer, with the decision being made to retire BORNHOLM as a racing 
proposition. 

 

RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 RICCARTON PARK FUNCTON CENTRE MAIDEN 2000m 



MUSKETEER (U Holmquist) - Slow to begin. Held up rounding the final bend and through the early stages of the home 
straight. 
 
MISTER GOLDIE (J Kamaruddin) - Slow to begin then raced wide without cover throughout. When questioned 
regarding performance, rider advised the gelding had travelled well throughout however when placed under pressure 
failed to respond. A post-race veterinary inspection did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 
 
BELFAST BELLE (R Mudhoo) - Began awkwardly shifting out making contact with CORNETTO and losing some ground 
as a result. 
 
CORNETTO (K Asano) - Contacted at the start losing ground. 
 
BELLUTTA (R Jaun) - Made firm contact with AEQUALIS shortly after the start. 
 
AEQUALIS (K Bakker) - Made firm contact with BELLUTTA shortly after the start losing some ground. 
 
DRACHMA (D Tait) - Raced three wide without cover in the early stages. 
 
RACCOURCI (K Williams) - Held up rounding the final bend. 
 

Race 2 FORD CONTRACTING 1400m 

PROPER TWELVE (Y Atchamah) - Slow to begin. Returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils. 
Following a veterinary inspection PROPER TWELVE was confirmed to have bled. PROPER TWELVE shall not be ridden 
in exercise for a period of two months or start in any race or trial for a period of three months, and then only after a 
satisfactory gallop of at least 1000 metres in the presence of a Veterinarian. Trainer A Carston advised Stewards 
PROPER TWELVE will now be retired. 
 
DEEP BEAUTY (N Hailey) - Slow to begin. 
 
PERFECT MOMENT (K Bakker) - Slow to begin. Raced three wide without cover through the middle stages. 
 
SAUVAGE (C Campbell) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground. Steadied when placed in restricted room near 
the 350 metres when ABIT SASSY shifted outwards when not fully clear. 
 
ABIT SASSY (D Tait) - Over raced in the early stages. 
 
TELEKINETIC (J Fawcett) - Raced three wide without cover in the early stages. 
 
DIAGON ALLEY (J Doyle) - Held up for the majority of the final straight, only obtaining clear running near the 100 
metres. 
 
D Tait (ABIT SASSY) - Issued with a warning after permitting her mount ABIT SASSY to shift outwards when not fully 
clear of SAUVAGE which was placed in restricted room near the 350 metres. 
 
N Hailey (DEEP BEAUTY) - Admitted a charge of using the whip in two consecutive strides on his mount DEEP BEAUTY 
near the 200 metres. After considering submissions the Adjudicator imposed a fine of $150. 
 

Race 3 LEGENDS IN CONCERT CHRISTCHURCH 29 JANUARY 1200m 

MAGNETO (K Asano) - Slow to begin. Held up from the 500 metres until passing the 300 metres. 
 
ONCEACONNER (D Tait) - Began awkwardly shifting out crowding CATALINA BAY. 



 
CATALINA BAY (A Najib) - Crowded at the start losing ground. 
 
LIPA MALA (Y Atchamah) - Raced wide without cover throughout. 
 
KITH ‘N’ KIN (U Holmquist) - Held up passing the 400 metres and then denied a run passing the 350 metres having to 

steady and shift ground. 

 

FRENCH ROSE (J Kamaruddin) - Held up through the early stages of the final straight 

 
VALORIOUS (W Kennedy) - When questioned regarding performance, rider could offer no tangible excuse. A post-
race veterinary inspection did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 
 
DELPHILLIUS (K Bakker) - When questioned regarding performance, rider could offer no tangible excuse. A post-race 
veterinary inspection did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 
 
B May (MUMBO JUMBO) - Admitted a charge in that he used his whip with an action which raised the rider’s arm 
above shoulder height. After considering submissions the Adjudicator imposed a fine of $250. 
 

Race 4 KARAKA 2024 1400m 

ROYAL WINGS (K Bakker) - Slow to begin. 
 
AYREON (L Hemi) - Contacted at the start. 
 
SORCHA (W Kennedy) - Began awkwardly shifting in abruptly making contact with AYREON. When questioned 
regarding performance, rider could offer no excuse. A post-race veterinary inspection did not reveal any obvious 
abnormality.  Connections advised that SORCHA would now be sent for a spell.  
 
STREET FIGHTIN MAN (L Douglas) - Over raced for a distance passing the 1100 metres. 
 
GOLDEN HARVEST (A Najib) - Lost the right front plate during the running.  
 

Race 5 VALE PAUL HARRIS MAIDEN 1200m 

RAPTYLIGHT (L Hemi) - Began awkwardly shifting out and contacting HOME SWEET HOME and as a result lost ground. 
 
HOME SWEET HOME (A Balloo) - Contacted at the start losing ground. 
 
HEADING TO NOOSA (D Tait) - Began awkwardly. 
 
STAR FORMULA (J Fawcett) - Began awkwardly then lay outwards before being straightened by its rider. Briefly 
contacted over the concluding stages. 
 
MOGUL (K Asano) - Began awkwardly shifting out hampering MAIRE AN LASA losing ground as a result. Lay inwards 
under pressure throughout the final straight. 
 
MAIRE AN LASA (L Douglas) - Hampered at the start losing ground. 
 
JADE (B May) - Hampered when weakening approaching the 400 metres when HARRIET lay out and away from 
SAILING AWAY. 
 



MOVIE GIRL (T Comignaghi) - Lay inwards under pressure over the concluding stages making brief contact with STAR 
FORMULA. 
 

Race 6 JOYCE ALLIES WADDELL MAIDEN 1600m 

SIR EDENMORE (L Douglas) - Declared a late scratching at 3:15pm by Stewards after dislodging its rider in the 
preliminary and escaping riderless for some distance. L Douglas was uninjured in this incident. 
 
BRUSSET (K Asano) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
OH SO SWIFT (D Tait) – Began awkwardly shifting out and making contact with WOTACHATTABOX. Raced 
ungenerously for a distance passing the 1100 metres. 
 
WOTACHATTABOX (B May) - Contacted at the start. 
 
DIORESSENCE (C Campbell) - Contacted at the start losing ground. 
 
SMOKIN’ JOSIE (J Doyle) - Began awkwardly shifting in contacting and forcing BEAU BRUMMELL inwards. 
 
BEAU BRUMMELL (U Holmquist) - Contacted by SMOKIN’ JOSIE at the start and forced inwards onto DIORESSENCE 
which was crowded and lost ground. Held up throughout the early and middle stages of the run home having to be 
angled outwards to obtain clear running passing the 200 metres. 
 
LUV ROSAY (J Fawcett) - Over raced through the early and middle stages. 
 
IT’S NOT UNUSUAL (A Balloo) - Over raced through the early and middle stages. 
 
PLENTY O’ STYLE (W Kennedy) - Raced three wide without cover. 
 
EPILOGUE (N Hailey) - Raced four wide without cover. 
 
L Hemi (CHAPINTEEL) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that she permitted her mount CHAPINTEEL to shift 
inwards when not sufficiently clear of WOTACHATTABOX which had to be heavily restrained to avoid heels passing 
the 1100 metres. After considering submissions the Adjudicator imposed a suspension of L Hemi’s licence to ride in 
races from the conclusion of racing on Saturday 27 January until the conclusion of racing on Wednesday 7 February, 4 
national riding days. 
 

Race 7 CORIN & BOBBITY MURFITT 1600m 

GARDEN CITY (A Najib) - Slow to begin. Co-trainer Mr Michael Pitman advised GARDEN CITY will now be retired from 
racing. 
 
SOMBRA DEAMOR (R Beeharry) - Began awkwardly losing ground. Got its head up when over racing in the early 
stages. 
 
IT’S THE VIBE (B May) - Taken back from a wide draw to obtain cover shortly after the start. 
 
SWAY UP (N Hailey) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. Rider lost the use of his right rein which was 
quickly regathered passing the 200 metres. 
 
HEREIGOAGAIN (R Mudhoo) - Held up rounding the final turn. 
 



AERIAL BLUE (U Holmquist) - Held up rounding the final turn and early in the run home before shifting inwards near 
the 200 metres to find clear racing room. 
 

Race 8 SPEIGHT’S SUMMIT ULTRA ON TAP 2000m 

AQUATTACK (T Comignaghi) - Slow to begin. 

 

THE ARCTIC BLAST (W Kennedy) - Bounded at the start losing ground. 

 

ON THE RIVET (C Campbell) - Raced wide in the early stages. 

 

DEGREEOFINNOCENCE (J Doyle) - Improved quickly onto the heels of RUBY SUNRISE which was being heavily 

restrained passing the 1800 metres. 

 

MAYBE I’M DREAMING (J Fawcett) - Raced three wide without cover for the majority of the race. Briefly placed in 

restricted room near the 200 metres. 

 

SEVEN ELEVEN (K Asano) - When racing keenly improved then becoming awkwardly placed on heels, striking a heel of 

DEGREEOFINNOCENCE and blundering near the 850 metres. Rider reported the mare felt lame on pulling up. A post-

race veterinary inspection revealed SEVEN ELEVEN to be 4/5 lame in the left front leg. Connections were advised a 

veterinary clearance will be required prior to racing or trialling next. 

 

BAD FLAMINGO (D Wilson) - Had trouble gaining clear racing room for the majority of the run home, only gaining 

clear running inside the final 150 metres. 

 

SILVER EAGLE (K Williams) - When questioned regarding performance, the rider advised the mare had travelled well 

in the running but failed to respond once placed under pressure, had been very disappointing and she could offer no 

tangible excuse. 

 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


